How Biking & Walking Improve Idaho’s Economy: Sources

**Shaffer, Rick and Ruggles, John** email, January 28 – 30, 2013.

**Lynch, Jake;** In Idaho, Former Silver Mining Town Reinvents Itself as Trails Destination.;

Mahoney, Duffy email, February 1, 2013


**Rails-To-Trails Conservancy; Hadden-Loh Tracy, Walljasper Jay, Sonenklar Daniel, Mills Kevin, Levinger David,** Active Transportation Beyond Urban Centers, Walking and Bicycling in Small Towns and Rural America.


**Kesselheim, Alan;** Twin Bridges, Montana; Adventure Cycling Association; www.adventurecycling.org; 2010; accessed February 27, 2013.


**KSL reporter; Salt Lake City hosts bicycle summit;**